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01.Stanislav Tolkachev - Less 

02.Kuniaki Takenaga - Graces Of Mana 

03.Andreas Florin - Frequenzkillers 

04.Zair - Overfeeding 
05.Loisan & My Name Is Pinxo - Escalators 

06.Drugstore - Punto Cero 
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In November the weather turns cold and darkness begins to gain ground, leaving behind the sunny days. That's 

why Cicuta Netlabel stirs the fire to counteract these phenomena, bringing a third reference full of strength and 

dark in equal measure. Of course, without losing our usual flirting with slower techno. 

 

EP began with Ukrainian Stanislav Tolkachev, one of the most prolific and most quality in the techno scene. His 

works, always mental and acid, carry a seal of authenticity that makes them easily recognizable. A luxury for 

Cicuta to have him on board. 

 

We continue with Kuniaki Takenaga, artist that was already present at netaudio scene of the hand of mythical 

netlabel Offaudio, and which many consider a pupil of Takaaki Itoh. Others even think that the student has 

surpassed the teacher... 

 

We continue with German Andreas Florin, an old known in netaudio scene under the pseudonym Frequenzkiller, 

who this time comes with his best known aka to Cicuta to offer an eclectic and hypnotic track equally. Below is 

the Spaniard Zair, one of those emerging national products that we like to support from Cicuta, with a simple but 

direct track, focused directly to the dance floor. 

 

The counterpoint in this case is provided by two great artists and friends, Loisan and My Name is Pinxo, who join 

forces to bring Cicuta Netlabel his taste for groove and quality music. His work on labels like Soundfate (owned by 

Dosem) or Raccoon Records so cherish. 

 

Finally, as usual, we close the EP with an own work. From Drugstore we present a less conventional sounding 

track, closer perhaps to hard-trance of yore, but we hope you enjoy it also. 

  

Relax, listen and enjoy. Welcome, this is Cicuta Netlabel. 

 

 http://cicutanetlabel.com/ 

 
http://soundcloud.com/cicutanetlabel 

 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cicuta-Netlabel/176000859122503 

 http://twitter.com/@CicutaNetlabel 

 
http://www.archive.org/services/collection-rss.php?collection=cicuta-netlabel 

 


